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blast away such heavy blocks. The outcome rests with each
individual's life philosophy and its supreme ideals, or upon
its customary inadequacy, rather than upon any psycho-
therapeutic technique. Because- the treatment of every
serious case leads into a supreme conflict beyond the efficacy
of any technique whatever, nobody should play with analysis
as with an easy tool. Those who write superficial and cheap
books about the subject are either unconscious of the far-
reaching effects of analytical treatment, or else they are
ignorant of the real nature of the human soul.
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lecture III
Scientific psychology has been either a physiological
psychology, or else a rather unorganized accumulation of
researches and observations concerning isolated facts and
functions,- Certainly Freud's exaggerated sex-hypothesis
has been a liberating push towards a psychology of psychic
complexities. His work is really a psychology of the ramifica-
tions of the sex-instinct in the human psyche. But despite
the undeniable importance of sex, it should not be assumed
that anything and everything depends upon that instinct.
Such- a broad hypothesis works like coloured spectacles
which obliterate every other shade of colour so that you
see only red. It is therefore a significant fact that Freud's
first pupil, 'Adler, made an entirely different hypothesis
of equally >vide applicability. The Freudians usually fail
to recognize Adler's merits, as they make a fanatical creed
of their sex-hypothesis, But dogmatism and fanaticism
are always compensations for hidden doubt. Religious .
persecutions take place only where heresy is a menace.
There is no instinct in man that is not.balanced by another
instinct, Se^; would- be -absolutely unchecked in man, if there
were not a balancing factor in the form of an equally important
instinct destined to counteract an unrestrained and therefore
destructive functioning of the sex-instinct. As sex is a force

